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     INDIAN SCHOOL SOHAR 

     TERM –I EXAM (2017-18) 

       SUBJECT: ENGLISH 

               CLASS- IV 

        SET –A 

     Date of Exam: 14-09-2017  

     Time Allotted:  2 hours                                  Max. Marks: 40 
    (Note: This question paper consists of 3 printed pages. Please check that you have all the pages.) 

Section A: Reading 

Q1.Read the given passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:             (1×5= 5) 

 Jupiter, the fifth planet from the sun, is the largest planet in the solar system. It is the first of the 

“gas giants” and has no surface, though it may have a rocky core. Although it is only 1/1000th as 

massive as the sun, it is more than twice as massive as all of the other planets in the solar system 

combined. Jupiterʼs most notable feature, other than its size, is the great red spot, a football shaped 

area of intense storms. The spot, which is a high pressure, stable storm with winds, is said to be 

somewhat similar to a hurricane. In addition, Jupiter also has a faint set of rings (probably made of 

dust) that wrap around the planet horizontally. Jupiter has at least 63 moons, more than any other 

planet. The four Galilean moons of Jupiter are the most massive. Galileo discovered these moons 

in 1610. They were first moons discovered of any planet other than Earth’s. 

Answer the following in brief: 

1. What is the mass of Jupiter in comparison of sun?  

2. Other than its size, what is Jupiter’s most notable feature?  

3. What really is the great red spot, similar to a hurricane, on the Jupiter?  

4. How many moons does Jupiter has?  

5. Fill in the blanks: 

i. __________________discovered the Galilean moons in 1610. 

ii. Jupiter has a faint set of rings that wrap around the planet ___________.                                 

               Section B: Grammar and Writing                      

Q.2 Write a paragraph on any one of the following topics in about 100 words.         (1×4= 4) 

i.    Trees                     ii.   Discipline                                               

Q3.Fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of the adjective given in the brackets:(½×12=6)                                                                                                        

                                                                                            

i. Mount Everest is the __________________ Mountain in the world. It is even 

____________________ than the Kanchenjunga.(high) 
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ii. My house is _______________. Sana’s house is ____________ than mine, but yours is the 

____________________ of all.(beautiful) 

 

iii. 21st June is the ______________ day in the northern hemisphere.(long)  

iv. It was _____________ yesterday. Today it is ___________ than yesterday. It was the 

________________ on Sunday.(warm) 

v. My cushion is___________. Dad’s cushion is ____________ than mine. Mom’s cushion is 

the_______________ one.(soft)  

Q4.Rewrite the following sentences in Simple Present Tense form of verb:               (1×5=5) 

i. Sarita sang sweetly. 

ii. The girls will run for the bus. 

iii. They crossed the river by boat. 

iv. Mohit caught the ball quickly. 

v. They went to Darjeeling for vacation. 

Q5. Match the subjects in column A with the predicates in column B to form meaningful     

sentences:                                                                                                               (½ ×5=2½) 

                             Column A      Column B 

    1)        The moon is the first meal of the day. 

    2)         Tea run on the rails. 

    3)        Breakfast  shines by night. 

    4)       Trams  is the shortest month of the year. 

    5)      February  is made in the teapot.     

Q6. Rewrite the following sentences adding appropriate helping verb to form meaningful 

sentences:                                                                                                                       (½×4=2) 

i. We_________playing football last Saturday.  

ii. I _______ working on my science project now. 

iii. You ________ planting a sapling, when I came yesterday. 

iv. Meera ___________ helping her father in cleaning the house. 

                                 Section C: Literature  

Q.7 Answer the following questions:                                                                       (1½×5= 7½) 

i. Why do you think the two young men pretended to be pizza delivery boys? 

ii. Why was the hummingbird sad?  

iii. What two things did the emperor do to show that he liked tea?  
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iv. How much money did Dr. Armstrong take for Andrew’s operation? Why /Why not? 

v. How can you say that the author was not happy in Kolkata?       

 Q.8 Give meaning of the following words:                                                                    (½×2=1) 

i. Barged into:              ii.   Battered: 

  Q.9 Frame meaningful sentence from the given words:                                              (1×3=3) 

i)  Numb:               ii.) Realize:              iii.)Vivid:  

Q.10 Read the following lines and answer the questions below:                              (½×3=1½) 

       “Finally I was lucky when an orphanage took me. They put me up for adoption.” 

Now answer these questions briefly: 

i.Who is “I” referred to? 

ii. “I was lucky.” How? 

iii. Find the word from the given lines which explains a home for the children who don’t  

have  parents or a home.  

 Q.11 State whether the following statements are true or false:                                  (½×2=1) 

i. Tess thought miracle was a medicine. 

ii. As he was leaving the emperor’s room, the doctor dropped some tea leaves in the 

emperor’s bathwater on purpose.  

Q.12 Do as directed:                                                                                                      (½×3=1½) 

i. Pizzo usually left his pizza box on his moped unlocked so 

that_________________________________________________.(complete the sentence 

using the correct option) 

1. He could eat them easily 

2. He wanted the thieves to steal the pizzas. 

3. He could make the deliveries faster. 

ii. When the girl climbed up the tree what did she see in the nest? ( Write the correct option) 

1. Two eggs 

2. Two little birds 

3. Red ,orange and blue bubblegum 

iii. How did the writer earn money in Kolkata? By _________________.(complete the sentence 

using the correct option) 

1. Selling newspaper 

2. Driving taxi 

3. Begging  

 

**************************** 


